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- Ontologies
  - For their own sake
  - For communication
  - Used for many different ontology-driven information systems
    (database integration and linking, recommender systems, NLP, textbook annotation and search, question generation, Q&A systems, etc.)

⇒ Someone has to build them, *somehow*
Typical stages of macro-level methodologies

Source: Simperl et al., 2010
Ontology Summit 2013's lifecycle model (http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OntologySummit2013_Communique)
Scenarios for building Ontology Networks (NEON methodology)
And then you open an ontology editor...
Or if you have something to start with:
Behind the facade

SubClassOf(awo:lion awo:animal)
SubClassOf(awo:lion ObjectSomeValuesFrom(awo:eats awo:Impala))
SubClassOf(awo:lion ObjectAllValuesFrom(awo:eats awo:herbivore))
And behind that serialisation

Lion ⊆ Animal
Lion ⊆ ∀eats.Herbivore
Lion ⊆ ∃eats.Impala
We need to get those axioms into the ontology
Ontology development at the ‘micro-level’ level (cf. macro)

- We need to get those axioms into the ontology
- The actual modelling, or *ontology authoring*, using *micro-level* guidelines and tools
  - Methods, such as reverse engineering and text mining to start, OntoClean and OntoParts to improve an ontology’s quality
  - Parameters that affect ontology development, such as purpose, starting/legacy material, language
  - Tools to model, to reason, to debug, to integrate, to link to data
Ontology authoring: on adding axioms to the Knowledge base

Q1 “Does my ontology have axiom X?”
- where X is, e.g., *all giraffes eat some twigs*
- i.e., *Giraffe ⊑∃ eat. Twig*

Current approaches:
- For Q1: browsing, searching the *asserted* knowledge
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Ontology authoring: on adding axioms to the Knowledge base

Q1 “Does my ontology have axiom X?”
  - where X is, e.g., *all giraffes eat some twigs*
  - i.e., \( \text{Giraffe} \sqsubseteq \exists \text{eat} \cdot \text{Twig} \)

Q2 “Will it still be consistent/class satisfiable if I add X?”
  - add, and try and see what the reasoner says about it

Current approaches:
  - For Q1: browsing, searching the *asserted* knowledge
  - For Q2: essentially a *test-last* approach

Cumbersome and time-consuming with larger ontologies

Missing: a systematic testbed to do this in a methodical fashion

It would need to relate to those macro-level processes
Addressing these issues

⇒ Reuse software engineering’s notion of **Test-Driven Development**, based on **test-first**
(Recap) TDD in software development

- Methodology where one writes new code only if an automated test has failed [Beck(2004)].
- TDD permeates the whole development process
- TDD is a *test-first* approach rather than *test-last* (design, code, test) of unit tests
- More focussed, improves communication, improves understanding of required software behaviour, reduces design complexity [Kumar and Bansal(2013)]
- TDD produced code passes more externally defined tests—i.e., better software quality—and less time spent on debugging [Janzen(2005)]
Several scenarios of TDD usage in ontology authoring

I. CQ-driven TDD Specify CQ, translate it into one or more axioms, which are the input of the relevant TDD test(s)
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I. CQ-driven TDD Specify CQ, translate it into one or more axioms, which are the input of the relevant TDD test(s)

II-a. Ontology authoring-driven TDD - the knowledge engineer who knows which axiom s/he wants to add, types it, which is then fed directly into the TDD system

II-b. Ontology authoring-driven TDD - the domain expert uses a template or “logical macro” ODP [Presutti et al.(2008)], which map onto generic tests; e.g.:

- the all-some template, i.e., an axiom of the form $C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$
- instantiate with relevant domain entities; e.g.,
  
  \begin{align*}
  \text{Professor} & \sqsubseteq \exists \text{teaches.Course} \\
  \end{align*}

- the TDD test for the $C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$ type of axiom is then run automatically

behind the usability interface, what gets sent to the TDD system is that axiom
To realise TDD for ontology authoring, one can ask:

**Q1:** What does TDD mean for ‘ontology testing’?

**Q2:** Do *mock objects* for ‘incomplete’ parts make sense for ontologies?

**Q3:** What would be an efficient way to realise the testing?

**Q4:** In what way and where (if at all) can this be integrated as a methodological step in existing ontology engineering methodologies?
TDD in conceptual modelling [Tort et al.(2011)]

- Applied to UML class diagrams
- Test specification in OCL
- Each language feature has its own test specification involves creating the objects that should, or ought not to, instantiate the UML classes and associations
- Evaluation: (a.o.) more time was spent on modelling to fix errors than on writing the test cases
Tests in ontology engineering

- Early explorative work borrowing notion of testing [Vrandečić and Gangemi(2006)]—no framework, testbed
- CQs: patterns [Ren et al.(2014)], formalise into SPARQL queries—what, not how
- Tests for particular types of axioms:
  - disjointness [Ferré and Rudolph(2012)]
  - adding part-whole relation based domain and range constraints [Keet et al.(2013)]
Tests in ontology engineering

- Tawny-Owl’s subsumption tests [Warrender and Lord(2015)]. Tests tailored to the actual ontology rather than reusable ‘templates’ for the tests covering all OWL language features

- Scone, BDD, focussing on natural language and examples, Cucumber at the back (F. Neuhaus, 2015)

- Methodologies:
  - none of the 9 methodologies reviewed by [Garcia et al.(2010)] are TDD-based
  - The Agile-inspired OntoMaven [Paschke and Schaefermeier(2015)] has OntoMvnTest with ‘test cases’ only for the usual syntax checking, consistency, and entailment
Tests in ontology engineering

- Full TDD ontology engineering
  [Keet and Ławrynowicz(2016), Ławrynowicz and Keet(2016)]

- Idea of unit tests has been proposed, there is a dearth of actual specifications as to what exactly is, or should be, going on in such as test

- No regression testing to check that perhaps an earlier modelled CQ—and thus a passed test—conflicts with a later one
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1. Require: domain axiom $x$ of type $X$ is to be added to the ontology; e.g., $x$ may be Professor $\sqsubseteq \exists$teaches.Course, which has pattern $C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$.

2. Check the vocabulary elements of $x$ are in ontology $O$ (itself a TDD test);

3. Run the TDD test:
   3.1 The first execution should fail (check $O \not\models x$ or not present)
   3.2 Update the ontology (add $x$), and
   3.3 Run the test again which then should pass (check that $O \models x$) and such that there is no new inconsistency or undesirable deduction

4. Run all previous successful tests, which still have to pass (i.e., regression testing); if not, resolve conflicting knowledge.
TDD test specification, preliminaries

- 42 test types for \textit{SROIQ} [Keet and \L awrynowicz(2016)]
- First iteration:
  - Covering \textit{basic} axioms one can add to the TBox or RBox
  - \textbf{T-tests}: test with terminological knowledge only
    - Use SPARQL-OWL [Kollia et al.(2011)] queries to evaluate the test
    - Use the reasoner directly via OWL API
  - \textbf{A-tests}: test with \textit{mock objects} that must be able to exist

- Second iteration (theory completed):
  - TDD tests for general TBox axioms
  - More feedback (not just 'undefined', 'failed', 'OK')
  - Proofs

- Third iteration: dealing with RBox inconsistencies
  - [Keet(2012)], still to implement the algorithm
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- Second iteration (theory completed):
  - TDD tests for general TBox axioms
  - More feedback (not just ‘undefined’, ‘failed’, ‘OK’)
  - Proofs
  - TDD tests for ABox assertions

- Third iteration: dealing with RBox inconsistencies [Keet(2012)], still to implement the algorithm
Example: a T-test test with SPARQL-OWL

Require: Test $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$
1. $\alpha \leftarrow \text{SubClassOf}(\exists ?x \text{ ObjectSomeValuesFrom}(R \ D))$
2. if $C \notin \alpha$ then $\triangleright$ thus, $O \not\equiv C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$
3. return $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$ is false
4. else
5. return $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$ is true
6. end if
Example: A-test with mock objects, using SPARQL-OWL

**Require:** Test $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$

1. Create a mock object, $a$
2. Assert $(C \cap \neg\exists R.D)(a)$
3. $ostate \leftarrow$ Run reasoner
4. **if** $ostate ==$ consistent **then**
5. **return** $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$ is false
6. **else**
7. **return** $T(C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D)$ is true
8. **end if**
9. Delete $(C \cap \neg\exists R.D)(a)$ and $a$

$\triangleright$ i.e., test $T_{eq}'$

**Note:** using De Morgan in that if the existential quantification were present and had an instance, then $C \cap \neg\exists R.D$ should result in an inconsistent ontology, or: in its absence, the ontology is consistent.
Example A-test with mock objects, RBox axiom

Require: Test \( T(R \subseteq S) \)

1. Check \( R, S \in V_{OP} \)
2. Add individuals \( a, b \) to the ABox, add \( R(a, b) \)
3. Run the reasoner
4. if \( O \not\models S(a, b) \) then \( \triangleright \) thus \( O \not\models R \subseteq S \)
5. return \( T(R \subseteq S) \) is false
6. else
7. return \( T(R \subseteq S) \) is true
8. end if
9. Delete \( R(a, b) \), and individuals \( a \) and \( b \)
Revisiting the general idea of TDD for an ontology

1. Require: domain axiom $x$ of type $X$ is to be added to the ontology; e.g., $x$ may be Professor $\sqsubseteq \exists \text{teaches}.\text{Course}$, which has pattern $C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$.

2. Check the vocabulary elements of $x$ are in ontology $O$ (itself a TDD test);

3. Run the TDD test:
   3.1 The first execution should fail (check $O \not\models x$ or not present)
   3.2 Update the ontology (add $x$), and
   3.3 Run the test again which then should pass (check that $O \models x$)
      and such that there is no new inconsistency or undesirable deduction

4. Run all previous successful tests, which still have to pass (i.e., regression testing); if not, resolve conflicting knowledge.
A model for testing—possible test results

- Ontology already inconsistent
- Ontology already incoherent: that is, one or more of its named classes are unsatisfiable.
- Missing entity in axiom: The axiom contains one or more named classes or properties which are not declared in the ontology.
- Axiom causes inconsistency
- Axiom causes incoherence
- Axiom absent: The axiom is not entailed by the ontology, but it could be added without negative consequences.
- Axiom entailed: The axiom is already entailed by the ontology
Formally

**Definition**

Given an ontology $O$ which is consistent and coherent, and an axiom $A$ such that $\Sigma(A) \subseteq \Sigma(O)$, the result of testing $A$ against $O$ is

$$\text{test}_O(A) = \begin{cases} 
\text{entailed} & \text{if } O \vdash A \\
\text{inconsistent} & \text{if } O \cup A \vdash \bot \\
\text{incoherent} & \text{if } O \cup A \nvdash \bot \\
\text{absent} & \text{otherwise} \\
\text{absent} & \text{s.t. } O \cup A \vdash C \sqsubseteq \bot \end{cases}$$
Generalisation

Note: now $C$ and $D$ can be any class expression, not just only a named class

Algorithm 1 Function TestSubclassOf($C, D$)

Input: $C, D$ class expressions

1: if GETInstances($C \cap \neg D$) $\neq \emptyset$ then
2:     return inconsistent
3: else if GETSubclasses($C \cap \neg D$) $\neq \emptyset$ then
4:     return incoherent
5: else if ISSATISFIABLE($C \cap \neg D$) $== \text{false}$ then
6:     return entailed
7: else
8:     return absent
9: end if
We want to test whether this already holds in O.

There is an object, a, that is a C and not a D...

There cannot be a class E subsumed by C and not a D...

... so C is-a D is entailed already in O.

... so C is-a D would cause O to be incoherent.

What remains: C is-a D is absent.
Design considerations and issues

- **Which technology to use?**
  - DL Query tab possible
    - to cumbersome, not all tests possible
  - SPARQL-OWL’s implementation OWL-BGP and its SPARQL SELECT, SPARQL answering engine, and Hermit v1.3.8 [Kollia et al.(2011)]
    - Limited RBox tests (note: does not implement ASK queries)
  - SPARQL-DL’s implementation with its ASK queries
    - Limited RBox tests
  - Use just the OWL API + a DL reasoner
TDDOnto tool as Protégé plugin
Manages test specification and execution, ontology update
‘wraps’ around the actual execution of the test (SPARQL query, reasoner) for creation/deletion mock entities, the true/false returned
TDDOnto tool as Protégé plugin
Manages test specification and execution, ontology update
‘wraps’ around the actual execution of the test (SPARQL query, reasoner) for creation/deletion mock entities, the true/false returned
To make a long story short: the current version of TDDOnto uses the reasoner, for it is the fastest of the three options...
Evaluation

Which TDD approach has better performance: T-test with SPARQL queries using OWL-BGP, mock objects with the A-tests, or T-tests with the reasoner using the OWL API?

Hypotheses:

H1: Query-based T-test TDD is faster than A-test mock object-based TDD tests.
H2: Classification time of the ontology contributes the most to overall performance (time) of a TDD test.
H3: The TDD tests with OWL (1) ontologies are faster than on OWL 2 DL ontologies.
Evaluation

- Data: OWL ontologies from TONES (via Ontohub), manually collected 20 OWL 2 ontologies. Total 82 ontologies.
- Group ontologies by size: up to 100 ($n=20$), 100-1000 axioms ($n=35$), 1000-10,000 axioms ($n=10$), over 10,000 ($n=2$).
- OWL-BGP with built-in Hermit v1.3.8, OWL API + reasoner (also Hermit v1.3.8).
- Mac Book Air: 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4 GB RAM.
- Tests: use URIs of the ontology, randomly for the type. Repeated 3 times.
Mock objects (light blue) vs. SPARQL-OWL (dark blue)
Mock objects vs. SPARQL-OWL, OWL 1 only
Hypothesis H1

H1: Query-based T-test TDD is faster than A-tests with mock objects.

- Avg A-test: 5.191s, sd of 71.491s, and median of 0.014s
- Avg T-test (OWL-BGP): 6.244s, sd 113.605s, and median 0.005s

- t-test with H1₀ of identical average scores and the threshold of 5%, with all ontologies:
  - t=-0.322 and p=0.748
  - therefore we cannot reject the null hypothesis
Hypothesis H1

**H1:** Query-based T-test TDD is faster than A-tests with mock objects.

- **Avg A-test:** 5.191s, sd of 71.491s, and median of 0.014s
- **Avg T-test (OWL-BGP):** 6.244s, sd 113.605s, and median 0.005s

- t-test with H₁₀ of identical average scores and the threshold of 5%, with all ontologies:
  - \( t = -0.322 \) and \( p = 0.748 \)
  - therefore we cannot reject the null hypothesis

- t-test with H₁₀, but with OWL 1 ontologies only:
  - \( t = 2.959 \) and \( p = 0.003 \),
  - therefore we can reject the null hypothesis \( \Rightarrow \) the query-based T-tests are significantly faster than the A-tests with mock objects
Classification vs TDD T-test, OWL 2 DL, by size
Hypothesis H2

H2: Classification time of the ontology contributes the most to overall performance (time) of a TDD test.

○ A-test: Average classification time 15.990s (sd 128.264s), median 0.040s vs. avg test time 5.191s (sd 71.491s) and median 0.013s

○ T-test (OWL-BGP): respectively, avg 15.954s (sd 28.267s) and median 0.040s, vs 6.244s (sd 113.606s) and median 0.005s

○ We didn’t quite expect that TDD would be faster on average

○ Reasons: some outliers, and for repeated querying one does not need to classify each time
OWL API+Reasoner, OWL vs OWL 2
H3: The TDD tests on OWL (1) ontologies are faster than on OWL 2 DL ontologies.

- T-test values are $t=-7.425$ and $p=1.309e-13$;
- Thus, tests on OWL ontologies were significantly faster;
- As expected, based on the theory.
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Methodology sketch

Ontology lifecycle

CQ added, template filled, or axiom written

Prior feasibility study, architecture, language decisions, ontology reuse decisions, etc etc, CQ specification

TDD cycle

1. select scenario

2. domain axiom for TDD test

3. TDD test expected to fail

4. update ontology

5. classify ontology; no contradictions

6. TDD test expected to pass

7. refactor

8. regression testing

Deployment, documentation, etc.

etc...
CQ-driven KR engineer Domain expert

Formalised QC

Write axiom Template selected

Select test Fill template

Run test passed

Stop

Failed

Update ontology

Classify ontology inconsistent Manualy updated?

yes no

consistent Run test passed Refactor ontology (optional)

failed Regression testing

All tests passed? Resolve conflicts (tests with conflicting knowledge)

yes no

Stop Stop
Notes

- The picture shows the basic loop only
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Notes

- The picture shows the basic loop only
- What if Step 5 goes wrong (inconsistent/incoherent ontology):
  - What is the source of the inconsistency?
  - Was it a previous test, hence, contradicting CQs?
- What if after refactoring (step 7), regression (step 8) fails:
  - Is a previous test obsolete?
  - Error introduced in the refactoring?
- What does ‘refactoring’ an ontology mean anyway?
  - (we have some ideas, but too preliminary at this stage)
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Conclusions

- First comprehensive specification of TDD for ontology authoring
- Rigorous, formal foundation, with proofs
- Sketch of a revised ontology development methodology
- TDDonto, a Protégé plugin for Test-Driven Development tests
- Performance evaluation:
  - TDD tests outperformed classification reasoning
  - TBox-based test strategy was faster in general than ABox-based (significantly so for OWL 1 ontologies)
  - OWL API+reasoner options for TBox TDD tests had better median performance than SPARQL-OWL (OWL-BGP) TBox TDD tests
  - TDD tests on OWL ontologies are significantly faster overall than on OWL 2 DL ontologies
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